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Purpose: To report a case of unilateral central retinal vein occlusion (CRVO) with central

retinal artery occlusion (CRAO) in a patient with elevated Factor VIII.

Case presentation: A 48-year-old woman presented with a complaint of decreased visual

acuity in her left eye that began 6 weeks prior. The patient had diabetes. The best-corrected

visual acuity (BCVA) was hand motion, IOP was 34 mmHg, and there was a neovascular-

ization of the iris in the left eye. A complete fundus evaluation including fluorescein

angiography showed non-proliferative diabetic retinopathy in the right eye and CRVO with

CRAO in the left eye. Systemic evaluation revealed elevated fibrinogen and Factor VIII

suggestive of the diagnosis of thrombophilia due to elevated Factor VIII. This symptom was

the first sign of the underlying disorder. IOP was normalized 1 week after IOP lowering

agents were applied. Intravitreal anti-vascular endothelial growth factor treatment and pan-

retinal photocoagulation were performed in the left eye. Additionally, to treat thrombophilia,

warfarin treatment was started and flame-shaped retinal hemorrhage with cotton wool patch

near the optic disc and around the retinal vascular arcade at the posterior pole had occurred in

the right eye during treatment. Then, warfarin treatment was discontinued and retinal

hemorrhage was decreased. In the left eye, the BCVA did not change during treatment.

Conclusion: Elevated levels of Factor VIII as an independent risk in the development of

venous thromboembolism. Combined cases usually present with severe visual loss and such

patients should be thoroughly evaluated to diagnose underlying factors including Factor VIII,

and initiate appropriate management at the earliest.
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Introduction
Retinal vascular occlusion, which includes central retinal vein occlusion (CRVO)

and central retinal artery occlusion (CRAO), are not uncommon in the elderly age

group because of commonly found underlying conditions like hypertension, dysli-

pidemia, diabetes, and so on.1 In younger age group, inherited and acquired

thrombophilia and inflammation of retinal vessels remain the major cause for retinal

vascular disorders.2–4 Elevated Factor VIII levels are independent risk factors in the

development of idiopathic venous thromboembolism (VTE).5,6 Glueck et al7

reported CRVO patients were more likely than normal controls to have high

Factor VIII (odds ratio 2.47, 95% confidence intervals: 1.31–7.9). This case

describing combined CRVO and CRAO linked to elevated Factor VIII is a rare
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instance and may be the first of its kind to be reported to

our knowledge. We have obtained written consent from the

patient to have the case details and any accompanying

images published, and this is a retrospective case report

that we concluded the approval of the Institutional Review

Board is not necessary.

Materials And Methods
A 48-year-old woman presented with a decreased visual

acuity in her left eye that began 6 weeks prior. The patient

stated that there was no disease other than diabetes. The

best-corrected visual acuity was 20/25 in the right eye and

the patient was able to appreciate hand motion in the left

eye. In the left eye, the IOP was 34 mmHg and anterior

segment examination revealed neovascularization of the

iris. Fundus findings were suggestive of left eye CRVO

and CRAO. That is, blurred optic disc margin with flame-

shaped retinal hemorrhages near optic disc and few blot

hemorrhages at mid-periphery of the retina. And, ghost

retinal vessels in all four quadrants and retinal whitening

at the posterior pole and increased hyperreflectivity of the

inner retinal and nerve fiber layers (Figure 1 and

2). Fluorescein angiography revealed delayed filling of

retinal arteries with the arm-to-retina time of 18 s in the

affected eye. Choroidal circulation was rarely seen, perfu-

sion of retinal veins was faintly appreciable after 1 min

suggestive of impaired retinal and choroidal circulation

(Figure 3).

Complete blood count, renal function tests, and

extended lipid profile were within normal limits. HIV,

Venereal Disease Research Laboratory test, rheumatoid

factors, and antinuclear antibodies were investigated to

rule out the underlying causes of vasculitis. Hematological

tests, such as activated prothrombin time, international nor-

malized ratio were within normal limits. But, erythrocyte

sedimentation rate was elevated (73mm), prothrombin time

was near the lower limit and hemoglobin A1c was elevated

(11.7%). Fibrinogen was increased to 554mg/dL and Factor

VIII was increased to 560%. Immunologic assay for protein

C antigen and protein S antigen showed normal levels.

Systemic evaluation revealed elevated fibrinogen and

Factor VIII suggestive of the diagnosis of thrombophilia.

The ocular symptom was the first sign of the underlying

disorder. IOP was normalized 1 week after IOP lowering

agents were applied. Intravitreal anti-vascular endothelial

growth factor treatment and pan-retinal photocoagulation

were performed in the left eye.

Figure 1 Ultrawide fundus photograph (A) and conventional fundus photograph

(B) of the patient at 6 weeks after the symptom occurred. A blurred optic disc

margin, with flame-shaped retinal hemorrhages near the optic disc and a few dot-

and-blot hemorrhages at the mid-periphery of the retina. Informed consent was

submitted by the patient.

Figure 2 Optical coherence tomography of the patient at 6 weeks after the

symptom occurred. Increased hyperreflectivity of the inner retinal and nerve fiber

layer and diffuse retinal atrophy at temporal side. Informed consent was submitted

by the patient.

Figure 3 Fluorescein angiography of the patient at 6 weeks after the symptom

occurred. Choroidal circulation was rarely seen; perfusion of retinal veins was

faintly appreciable after 1 min, indicating impaired retinal and choroidal circulation.

Informed consent was submitted by the patient.
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Results
Additionally, to treat thrombophilia, the patient was referred

to a hematologist, and anticoagulants oral warfarin was

started.

Discussion
Our patient experienced a sudden visual loss due to a

combined retinal vein occlusion (RVO) and retinal artery

occlusion (RAO). The etiologies may be mechanical com-

pression of the optic nerve, such as inadvertent retrobulbar

injection in the optic nerve sheath, optic nerve inflamma-

tion from systemic disease or orbital inflammatory

pseudotumor.8–10 Additionally, systemic disorders may

also cause combined RVO and RAO, such as protein C

deficiency, systemic lupus erythematous, antiphospholipid

syndrome, and PAX3 mutation with Waardenburg syn-

drome type 1.11–13

The Leiden Thrombophilia studywas the first to report that

the level of clotting Factor VIII influences the risk of VTE.

They reported that Factor VIII coagulant activity levels

remained a significant independent risk factor.14 In 2011, Ota

et al have reported that elevated plasma level of FactorVIII is a

risk factor for VTE and Factor VIII levels above the 75th

percentile are associated with a significant odds ratio for the

occurrence of VTE in Asian.15 Searching at the ophthalmic

division, Glueck et al have described that CRVO cases were

more likely than controls to have high Factor VIII (odds ratio

2.47, 95% confidence intervals: 1.96–38) and treatable throm-

bophilia is more common in RVO cases than in normal

controls.7

Factor VIII is a plasma sialoglycoprotein that plays an

essential role in normal hemostasis by acting as a critical

cofactor for the serine protease, activated Factor IX.

Following the initiation of coagulation, plasma Factor

VIII is cleaved and activated by thrombin. The resulting

Factor VIIIa (activated Factor VIII) heterotrimer is

released from its complex with VWF, and is then able to

interact with exposed anionic phospholipids, where it

functions as a non-enzymatic cofactor for Factor IXa

(activated Factor IX) in the activation of Factor X. In

view of the critical cofactor function of Factor VIIIa, it

is not surprising that FVIII levels have been predicted to

influence the rate of thrombin generation.16

We cannot be sure that CRVO and CRAO can develop

simultaneously or consequentially. In our patients, we

presumed that consequential occlusion of vein and artery

is more likely. Considering the high plasma Factor VIII,

we thought that CRVO would have occurred first.

According to Hayreh’s theory, after the occurrence of

CRVO, the lack of central retinal vein tributaries anterior

to the site of occlusion leads to complete hemodynamic

block of retinal circulation causing secondary CRAO and

presenting as combined CRVO with CRAO.17

To the best of our knowledge, this is the first report of

CRAO following CRVO in a middle-age patient and the

cause was presumed as hematologic disorder.

Young patients presenting with the combined occlusion

of central retinal artery and vein should be evaluated in

detail because distinction between thrombotic and inflam-

matory etiology is important for proper management.

Ocular and systemic management for patients with high

plasma Factor VIII during acute phase mainly relies on

systemic anticoagulation therapy and proper ocular

management.

Conclusion
Although unilateral involvement of combined CRVO and

CRAO in the young age group, the patient may have a

systemic underlying etiology. And the patient having such

presentation should be thoroughly evaluated to diagnose

underlying conditions and initiate appropriate management

as soon as possible.
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